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Tune in the 

Feel Good! 

101.3fm 



 

We’re growing, why not grow with us? 

 
Reaching new clients... 

In their cars, in their homes, in their office.. Even in the shower!  
 
 

Spanish radio is somewhat unique.  Without a clear regulator there can be vast differences with 
quality of service, choice and sound.  In the UK, commercial radio has high production levels with the 

slick marketing our Costa Calida audience are ready for, and it’s what we do best. 
 
 

At Total Star our coverage across Costa Calida is growing.  Why not grow your business with us?   
 
 

                                               Total Star. Your Music, Your Station 



 
About us 

Total Star Med is the commercial radio station for Costa Calida, broadcasting on FM and around the 
world at www.totalstarmed.com.   Over the next 6 months our coverage area will be expanding, 
reaching a wider audience to benefit your business. 
 
The playlist is driven by passion, playing songs from the 80s, 90s and 00s, alongside the best current 
songs. Presenters are warm, friendly, genuine and easy to relate to, broadcasting appropriate and 
relevant content that immediately connects with listeners’ lives. 
 

Audience 
Total Star's core audience is aged between 30-65. Total Star listeners have a zest for life; Our listeners 
have made a choice to live in the beautiful sunshine of Southern Spain and although they are busy, 
they still make time for themselves and are determined to squeeze the most out of life. They are very 
social people who enjoy shopping, going out and spending time with their friends and family. 
 
 

Environment 
Listeners choose Total Star because they feel it fulfils their needs throughout the day. Total Star is 
programmed to emotionally connect with its listeners, playing the right songs to get them up in  
the mornings, keep them going through the day and helping them to unwind in the evening. 
 



Out and about… 
You can see and hear the Total Star promotional team out and about throughout the 
summer visiting various events and businesses. 
 
Our team are available for any occasion or event.  We consider it incredibly important for 
Costa Calida to have a radio station it can rely on; to bring that little extra showbiz 
glamour and support. 
 
We can offer a variety of packages from a simple personal appearance, outside 
broadcast, live or recorded links back to the studio, compere, PA systems etc.. Plus much 
more.. 



Events and Marketing 
 

If you’re holding an event or show, it makes sense 
to enlist the help and experience of Southern 
Spain’s exciting hit music radio station, Total Star. 
 

Our events team are second to none in ensuring 
your big day runs smoothly with all the showbiz 
glamour it deserves! 
 

Here at Total Star, we have the right tools for the 
job. 
 

Benefits of booking Total Star: 
Stage areas for performances 
Huge and impressive presence at events 
Entertainment on stage during day 
Ability to broadcast live on air 
Complete with Presenter and crew. 



totalstarmed.com 

Price plans 
 
Bronze Package 
20 commercials per week 
€99 per month 
Commercial production not included 

 
Silver Package 
32 commercials per week 
€199 per month 
Commercial production not included 

 
Gold Package 
45 commercials per week 
€299 per month 
Writing and production of one commercial included  
 
*Minimum commitment 3 months 



• E-Mail – sales@totalstarmed.com 

        

• Web – www.totalstarmed.com 

 

http://www.totalstarmed.com/

